


Winter Fun! 
Logo 

Tip for incorporating holidays into 
the secondary classroom: 

What I like about 
winter: 

 
Winter can be a cozy 

time! Snowstorms 
offer a great chance 

to curl up with a  
good book. 

Although I’m not a  
fan of shoveling, I love 
the peacefulness and  

beauty of a new  
snowfall first  

thing in the morning! 

There are many ways to use math in  
conjunction with the holidays – shopping 

trips, budgeting, meal planning, hanging lights 
– these ideas can be incorporated into many  
different math topics, to make instruction  
around the holidays a little more festive. 



Footloose! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Directions: 
1. Copy enough Footloose grids for each student in the class, and distribute one grid  

    to each student. 

2. Give each student one of the 30 cards (it is best if these cards are laminated). If  

    there are extra cards, they can be placed around the room for students to pick up  

    as needed. If there are more than 30 students, students may share cards as they  

    work. 

3. Students should answer the question on their first card by writing the answer on  

    their grid (not on the card), in the box with the number that corresponds to the  

    number in the right hand corner of the question card. 

4. After recording the answer, students should place the card in a “central location,”  

    like a chalk ledge or a table, and then take a new card to complete. (An alternate  

    way to play  - display the cards around the room and students may go to the cards  

    in the order they choose.) 

5. Students should continue to answer the questions one card at a time, returning  

    each card as they finish, until they have filled the entire grid. 

6. The “winner” of the game is the student who answers the most questions correctly! 
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Footloose 
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Name ____________________________ 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 



                3 
 

When is/was the 

first day of winter 

this year? 
 

                4 
 

How many sides  

do snowflakes 

usually have?        

                2 
 

On New Year’s Eve, 

many people sing Auld 

Lang Syne.  

What does Auld Lang 

Syne mean? 

  

        1 
 

What magical item 

brings Frosty the 

Snowman to life? 
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                8 

In what year was    

the Times Square 

New Year’s Eve Ball 

first dropped? 

 

 

 

                                                                              

                7 
 

Who set January 1  

as the beginning of 

the new year? 
 

 
 

                                                                              

                6 
 

Name 3 of 

Santa’s 

reindeer.  

 
                                                                              

                5 
 

On which day are 

golden rings are given, 

 in  the song “Twelve 

Days of Christmas?” 
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                12 

 
How many days  

of Hanukkah  

are there? 

 
 

 

  

  

                                                                              

                11 
 

What is the 

difference between 

sleet and  

freezing rain? 
 

 

 

 

  

                                                                              

                10 
 

Who wrote the book, 

How the Grinch    

Stole Christmas? 
 

                                                                              

                9 
 

What is the total 

number of birds/fowl 

given in the song 

“Twelve Days of 

Christmas?” 
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                16 
 

What is a dreidel?  

 
                                                                              

                15 
 

What are Frosty   

the Snowman’s    
first words when   

he comes to life? 
  

                                                                              

                14 

In A Christmas Carol, 

what is the name of 

the man who hates 

Christmas?  

                                                                              

                13 
 

True or false: 
 It must be 32°F 

(or colder) to snow.  
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                20 
 

What is the name of 

the Grinch’s dog? 
 

  

 

                                                                              

                19 

 
The word Kwanza 

comes from what 

language? 
 

 

                                                                              

                18 

One inch of rain is 

typically equal to 

how many inches     

of snow? 

 

  

                17 

 
What is the winter 

solstice? 
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1 

 

The 

magician’s 

top hat brings 

Frosty to life. 

 

  

2 

 

Auld Lang 

Syne means 
“old long 

ago” or “times 
gone by” 

 

3 

 

Winter begins 

on December 

21 or 22.  

4 

 

Snowflakes 

usually have  

six sides. 
 

             

5 

 

Golden rings 

are given on 

the 5th day. 

  

6 

 

Any 3: Dasher, 

Dancer, Prancer, 

Vixen, Comet, 

Cupid, Donner, 

Blitzen, Rudolph  

  

 

7 

 

Julius Caesar 

set Jan.1 as 

the beginning 

of the new 

year. 
 

8 

 

The Times 

Square Ball 

was first 

dropped in 

1907. 

9 

184 fowl 
12 partridges 

22 turtle doves 

 30 French hens 

36 calling birds 

42 geese a-laying 

42 swans a-

swimming 

10 

 

Dr. Seuss 

11 

 

 Sleet is frozen 

rain; freezing rain 

falls as rain and 

freezes on 

surfaces. 

12 

  

There are 8 

days of 

Hanukkah. 

13 

 

False – it can 

snow when it’s 

warmer than 

32° (it needs to 

be 32° in the 

clouds, where 

snow is forming). 

14 

 

Scrooge hates 

Christmas.  

15 

 

When he 

comes to life, 

Frosty’s first 

words are 

“Happy 

Birthday.” 

16 

 

A dreidel is four-

sided top with a 

Hebrew letter on 

each side. It’s 

used to play a 

Hanukkah game 

of chance.   

17 

 

The winter 

solstice is the 

shortest day of 

the year, when 

the northern 

hemisphere is 

tilted away from 

the sun. 

18 

 

One inch of rain 

typically equals 

10 inches of 

snow. 

19 

 

Kwanza comes 

from "matunda 

ya kwanza" 

which means 

"first fruits" in 

Swahili. 

20 

 

The Grinch’s 

dog is named 

Max.  

Footloose 
Answer Key 
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Christmas Fun!
Logo

Tip for incorporating holidays into 
the secondary classroom:

What I like about 
Christmas:

I love the family 
time and 

togetherness.  We 
always spend a 
lot of time 

playing games, 
watching movies, 
and reflecting on 
the year behind 

us. 

Students love the holidays as much 
as we do, so take what you’re 
learning and present it with a 

holiday theme.  This incorporates 
some fun into the classroom while 
still staying on target with your 

pacing guides.







Halloween Fun!
Logo

From Math Giraffe

Tip for incorporating holidays into 
the secondary classroom:

My Favorite Holiday:
I absolutely LOVE celebrating 

Thanksgiving, mainly because the 
focus is being grateful.  We are so 

blessed!
Of course, I also love the food and 
family.  We prepare together the 

night before.  I love spending 
time packed into the kitchen, 

chopping veggies and laughing 
with all my brothers, and now my 
daughter, niece, and nephew too!  

My dad and I make 4th-
generation potato dumplings… 

dense and delicious!!

I like to keep it simple.  Do a content-related 
activity that fits right into your curriculum, 
but adds an element of seasonal fun.  Show 
that it is not a free-for-all day, but that you 
can get in the spirit and have fun while still 

learning!

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Pumpkin-Puzzle-Fractions-Decimals-and-Percents-1499192
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Pumpkin-Puzzle-Fractions-Decimals-and-Percents-1499192
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Math-Giraffe
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Math-Giraffe






Answer 
Key



Thanksgiving Fun! 

Tip for incorporating holidays into 
the secondary classroom: 

What I like about 
Thanksgiving: 

My favorite part of 
Thanksgiving is the 
gathering of family 
at our house. It’s 
busy, loud, and a 
little crazy, but I 
wouldn’t change it 

for the world! 

As a high school history teacher, I like to 
have students learn the history behind the 

holiday. It allows us have a little fun with the 
holiday, yet with the historical tie, I can still 
connect it to our curriculum and standards. 

Copyright©2015 History Gal. All rights reserved. 



Write the following terms in any of the boxes on your Bingo playing board. Scatter them around 
for better results! 
 Pilgrims   Religious Freedom 
 Separatists   Virginia Colony 
 Holland or Netherlands  Captain Miles Standish 
 Speedwell   Wampanoag 
 Mayf lower   Massasoit or Ousamequin 
 Salt Horse   Plymouth Harbor 
 Hard Tack   1620 
 Atlantic Ocean  1621 
 Mayf lower Compact  Deer and Wild Fowl 
 Samoset and Squanto  52 
 Pilgrim-Wampanoag Peace Treaty Abraham Lincoln 
 Sarah Josepha Hale  Franklin D. Roosevelt 
 
 
How to Play the Game: 
1. When your teacher calls out a term or a definition, cover up the term. For example if your 

teacher calls out Pilgrims, cover up that square. Or if your teacher calls out “group who 
settled in Plymouth,” cover up Pilgrims. 

2. Continue doing this until you get five terms in a vertical, horizontal, or diagonal line. When 
this happens, call out “BINGO!” The space in the middle of the board is a free space and can 
be used to get Bingo.  

3. Whoever gets Bingo first wins that round. 
 

Copyright©2015 History Gal. All rights reserved. 



Thanksgiving Bingo 



Thanksgiving Bingo 



Group who 
settled the 

Plymouth Colony. 
(Pilgrims) 

A group of 
people who left 
England in 1608 

for Holland 
seeking religious 

freedom. 
(Separatists) 

The Separatists 
moved here in 
1608 before 

heading to the 
New World in 1620. 

(Holland or 
Netherlands) 

Ship that was 
bought by the 
Separatists or 

Pilgrims in Holland 
but was unable to 
make the journey. 

(Speedwell) 

The ship that 
carried the 

Separatists or 
Pilgrims and other 
passengers to the 

New World. 
(Mayflower) 

Salted or 
preserved 

meat 
(Salt Horse) 

Copyright©2015 History Gal. All rights reserved. 

*A Pilgrim is also a person who goes on a long 
journey. The first baby born in Plymouth was 
named Peregrine which means traveling from 
far away or Pilgrim. Soon after the Separatists 
settled in Plymouth, they were referred to as 
Pilgrims. 



A hard, dry 
biscuit 

commonly 
eaten while at 

sea. 
(Hard Tack) 

Ocean 
crossed by 

the 
Mayflower. 

(Atlantic 
Ocean) 

Agreement signed by 
most men aboard the 

Mayflower that 
specified the laws of 
the new settlement. 

(Mayflower 
Compact) 

Two Native 
Americans that 

taught the Pilgrims 
how to hunt and fish 

and how to plant 
native crops.  
(Samoset and 

Squanto) 

As a writer and 
editor of the 
influential 19th 

century’s Godey’s 
Ladies Journal, she  

lobbied for a national 
day of Thanksgiving.  
(Sarah Josepha Hale) 

The Separatists or 
Pilgrims were 

seeking this in the 
New World. 
(Religious 
Freedom) 
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The original 
destination of 

the Separatists 
or Pilgrims. 

(Virginia Colony) 

Indigenous 
inhabitants of 

Plymouth. 
(Wampanoag) 

Leader of the 
Pokanoket 

Wampanoag 
Indians.  

 (Massasoit or 
Ousamequin) 

Location where 
the Pilgrims 

settled.  
(Plymouth 
Harbor) 

Year the 
Pilgrims 

arrived in the 
New World. 

(1620) 

Year of the 
Pilgrim’s first 
harvest – the 
harvest was 

marked with a 3 
day celebration. 

(1621)  
Copyright©2015 History Gal. All rights reserved. 



Food eaten at the 
Pilgrim’s harvest 

feast and 
celebration. 

(Deer and Wild 
Fowl) 

*interesting to note that turkey was 
never specifically mentioned in any 

records 

In 1863, he 
proclaimed the 
last Thursday in 
November as a 

day of 
Thanksgiving. 

(Abraham Lincoln) 

He decreed 
Thanksgiving to 

be the 4th 
Thursday in 
November. 
(Franklin D. 
Roosevelt) 

Signed April 1, 
1621, this treaty 
lasted 50 years. 

(Pilgrim-
Wampanoag 

Peace Treaty) 

English military 
officer hired as a 
military advisor 
by the Pilgrims. 
(Captain Miles 

Standish) 

Copyright©2015 History Gal. All rights reserved. 

The number of 
Pilgrims who 
survived the 
first year at 

Plymouth.   
(52) 



Fall Fun! 
Logo 

Tip for incorporating holidays into 
the secondary classroom: 

What I like about 
Fall: 

The weather is mild, 
the colors are 
spectacular, and I can 
hear the football game 
from the high school as 
I sit on my screened-in 
porch reading on a 
Friday night. Add a 
pumpkin latte, and 
what’s not to love? 

It’s definitely difficult to do it in this age of 
standardized testing, but I believe that it’s important. 
We need to make kids engaged. One way to do that is 
to give them something to look forward to. Holiday 
treats and content-based games are a great way to do 
that! Check out a blog post and free game all about it 
HERE. 

http://www.whatsnewwithleah.blogspot.com/2015/10/a-treat-for-teachers-using-holidays-for.html
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Leah-Cleary


Adjectives 
Parts of speech are simple and straight forward, right? 
 
WRONG!!! 
 
Some words are always a particular part of speech, others are sometimes a 
particular part of speech, and other words are never a particular part of speech. 
 
Take Adjectives, for Example: 
 
Adjectives describe nouns and pronouns. That is straightforward. But what 
happens when nouns are describing other nouns? 
 
They are called Adjectival Nouns, and because they function as adjectives, we will 
consider them  to be adjectives. 
 
An example of an Adjectival Noun is “history teacher.” History  is a noun, but 
here it is describing teacher, so it is an adjective. So, history would sometimes 
be an adjective. 
 
I could also say, “happy teacher.” Happy is an adjective, and it’s always an 
adjective, unless, of course, somebody has strangely decided to name their child 
Happy—but we’ll consider the norm here.  
 
Sometimes pronouns can be used as nouns. For example, she-wolf. Possessive 
pronouns are always used as adjectives because they describe nouns, but we will 
call them sometimes adjectives because they are also pronouns. Think of, “your 
dog.” Your says something about the dog.  
 
Before your head starts spinning (your=sometimes adjective because its also a 
pronoun), give the Adjectives Secret Picture a try. Visualize each word in 
different ways, and even use a dictionary if your teacher says it’s okay (it’s is 
never an adjective, but its sometimes is). 
 
Good luck! And try to figure out what the secret picture is. 

©Leah Cleary 2015 



hideous peaceful abundant chilly creative early windy vivid vibrant spooky 

rainy bountiful gusty foggy it quickly seasonal funny fallen enjoyable 

useful American spicy gloomy walk eat pale mild blustery colorful 

wondrous soggy fresh earthy knock scold cozy lovely likeable heroic 

Canadian glittery damp cold harvest gray turning pretty annual bubbly  

bright childish raked raven sunny changing classic sweet beautiful Irish 

mellow gold wilted one crisp fireside enchanted orange still long 

full musical It’s cornucopia last quiet happily drearily wet late 

red woodland sluggishly slowly withered yellow leaves heavily glistening bubbling 

banana conquering shaken brown brisk wilting howling October November Halloween 

almond vanilla pumpkin vegetable spice turkey potato carrot pecan foraging 

amber eating black sitting history love abundance family news coffee 

apple mashed fast half just straight don’t late low most 

clear clean they aberrance  disturb confound send visit amazed charmed 

scary entertained gratified eat relaxed moved tiring amusing horrified timeless 

ripe excited touched family’s tired exciting thrilled comforting their gentle 

spindly Australian  his thirty one rain moon twenty washing English dark 

dark fruitful hazy Mother’s thrilled pie pleased pleasant Magnificent  Asian 

©Leah Cleary 2015 

Adjectives Secret Picture 
Always, Sometimes, Never 

Color the boxes that are always adjectives green. 
Color the boxes that are sometimes adjectives orange. 
Color the boxes that are never adjectives brown. 
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hideous peaceful abundant chilly creative early windy vivid vibrant spooky 

rainy bountiful gusty foggy it quickly seasonal funny fallen enjoyable 

useful American spicy gloomy walk eat pale mild blustery colorful 

wondrous soggy fresh earthy knock scold cozy lovely likeable heroic 

Canadian glittery damp cold harvest gray turning pretty annual bubbly  

bright childish raked raven hers changing classic sweet beautiful Irish 

mellow gold wilted one crisp fireside enchanted orange still long 

full musical It’s cornucopia last quiet happily drearily wet late 

red woodland sluggishly slowly withered yellow leaves heavily glistening bubbling 

banana conquering shaken brown brisk wilting howling October November Halloween 

almond vanilla pumpkin vegetable spice turkey potato carrot pecan foraging 

amber eating black sitting history love abundance family news coffee 

apple mashed fast half just straight don’t late low most 

clear clean they aberrance  disturb confound send visit amazed charmed 

scary entertained gratified eat relaxed moved tiring amusing horrified timeless 

ripe excited touched family’s tired exciting thrilled comforting their gentle 

spindly Australian  his thirty one rain moon twenty washing English dark 

dark fruitful hazy Mother’s thrilled pie pleased pleasant Magnificent  Asian 
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Adjectives Secret Picture 
Always, Sometimes, Never 

Color the boxes that are always adjectives green. 
Color the boxes that are sometimes adjectives orange. 
Color the boxes that are never adjectives brown. 

©Leah Cleary 2015 

Answer Key 



Thank You! 
And Happy, Happy 

Holidays! 

Connect With Us! 

On Pinterest Our Website 
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